
MSE 355 – Materials Structure and Defects (3 credits) 

1. Contact Information 

 Kumar Ankit, ENGRC 265. P: 480-965-454, E: kumar.ankit@asu.edu 

2. Office Hours 

Tuesdays: 2-4 PM or by appointment. 

3. Course Materials  
 
M. de Graef and M. E. McHenry “Structure of Materials” 2nd edition. Other materials will be provided 
through powerpoint slides and handouts.  
 

4. Prerequisites  
 
Engineering BS/BSE student; MSE 250 with a C or better, OR Graduate Engineering student. 
  

5. Course Objectives and Expected Learning Outcomes  

 Student Outcomes: 

1. An ability to understand the elementary concepts of crystal structures and how to perform the 
geometric analysis for identifying directions and planes and the relationships between them. 

2. Ability to understand anisotropy in materials properties and its connection with crystal structure and 
symmetry. 

3. Ability to understand electron waves and interference effects, elementary standing wave concepts in 
atoms and crystals, basic bonding concepts between atoms, structure of the periodic table. 

4. Ability to understand constructive interference of x-rays reflected from Miller planes leading to the 
formation of x-ray diffraction patterns from crystals.  

5. Ability to understand the reciprocal lattice concept, its relationship to Miller planes and it’s 
relationship to the geometry of x-ray diffraction patterns. 

6. Ability to understand simple hard sphere models of metals and ceramics to predict likely crystal 
structures and lattice parameters. 

7. Ability to describe basic types of point defects present in materials. 
8. Describe the mechanisms for dislocation motion in response to applied stress. 

 ABET Outcomes: 

(a) an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering.  
(b) an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems. 
(c) an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering 

practice. 
(d) an understanding of the relationship of structure, processing, properties, and performance of 

materials. 

6. Course Outline 

Course will cover most of chapters 1 -12 in textbook plus other selected sections. The materials on 
defects and microstructure will be provided from other sources. Lecture notes will be posted on the 
Blackboard site. Some of the slides available in lectures notes may not be covered in class. Please read 
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on your own. The course will help develop a fundamental understanding of materials structures. 
Knowledge will be gained on the following topics:  

1. Introduction and Electronic Structure: crystal symmetry, anisotropy and materials hydrogen atom, 
electronic structure of elements, structure of periodic table, electronegativity, interatomic bonding, ionic 
bonding, covalent bonding, metallic bonding. 

2. Periodic Space Lattices: definition of lattice, unit cell, 2D lattices, 3D lattices, centered lattices, 14 
Bravais lattices. 

3. 2D Plane Group Symmetry classes: symmetry operators, 10 point groups, group theory, 5 plane 
lattices, 17 plane groups, international notation. 	

4. 3D Space Group Symmetry: symmetry operators, stereographic projections, 32 point groups, 
constructing 7 crystal classes, constructing 14 Bravais lattices with symmetry, construction of 3D 
symmorphic space groups, glide and screw operators, construction of non-symmorphic space groups, 
reading International Tables for Crystallography. 	

5. Elementary structure determination: mathematical description of waves, wave interference, x-ray 
diffraction, Bragg’s law, reciprocal lattice in 2D and 3D, Ewald sphere, atomic scattering factors, 
structure factors, symmetry and extinctions. 	

6. Crystallographic Computations and Metric Tensor: Distance and angle definitions in non-orthogonal 
axes, metric tensors, metric tensor for 7 crystal classes, generalized scalar products, vector lengths, angle 
between two vectors in crystal system, Miller planes, zones. 	

7. Structural Classifications: Strukturbericht Symbols (SBS), Pearson notation, De Graef notation.  

8. Point Defects in Crystals: vacancies and interstitials, Gibbs free energy, entropy and vacancy 
formation, enthalpy and entropy changes with vacancy formation, equilibrium and non equilibrium 
vacancy formation, mobility of point defects, Point defect in ceramics, Kroger-Vink notation, Schottky 
and Frenkel defects, random alloys and long range order parameter.  

9. Dislocations: Edge and screw dislocations, Burger’s vectors, deformation and dislocation motion, slip 
systems, critically resolved shear stress. 	

10. Dislocation Generation and Interactions: Frank-Read sources, dislocation loops, structure around 
dislocation cores, defect interactions, pinning, climb, misfit dislocation in thin films, stacking faults, 
twins. 	

11. Surfaces and Grains: Grain boundaries, Crystal surface energies, Equilibrium crystal shape - Wulff 
shape, Grain shapes in polycrystalline materials, Grain boundary angles and interfacial energies. 	

12. Grain Boundaries and Interfaces: grain boundary structure, high angle boundaries, low angles 
boundaries, interface energies, inversion boundaries, transport properties, magnetic domain walls.  
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Course Content Changes  

Course content may vary from this outline to meet the needs of this particular group. Dates for class 
tests may also be shifted.  

Class Exercises  

Class exercise will be performed regularly. The exercises are modeled on homework and exam question 
and will help you understand and apply difficult concepts. Active participation in class exercises is 
required for success in this course. Class exercises will be collected to record level of participation.  

Homework  

Development of problem solving skills is a critical component of this course content. Graded problem 
sets will be assigned for practice in problem solving techniques. Active participation in attempting these 
problems is essential for success in this course. Unless you work attentively and persistently on these 
problems you will not achieve the course objectives. Students who fall substantially behind on these 
problems are unlikely to perform well on the tests.  

7. Grading Policies  

1. Assignments including class exercises and homework will count for 30% of the final grade. Class 
exercises which are meant to be a continuation of classroom lectures are due the morning of the 
following lecture. Homeworks are due one week after being assigned, late submissions will not be 
accepted. All homework questions should be attempted. The three lowest scoring homeworks will be 
dropped in the calculation of the final grade. Participation in both the forms of assignments is 
essential for success.  

2. Two midterm tests each worth 25% of the final grade will be held during regular class hours.  
3. A final comprehensive exam worth 40% of the final grade will be held at the end of the semester at a 

time to be announced. Score in final exam will replace lowest scoring midterm if the final exam 
score is higher than the midterm scores. If final exam score is lower than midterm score, no change 
will be made.  

Summary  

a. Homework 30%  
b. Midterms 2 x 15% = 30% 
c. Final 40%  

Plus/minus grading will be used. I will expect you to develop a deep understanding of the course 
materials. All exams are closed book, I will expect you to know course content. If you develop a deep 
understanding of the fundamental principles you will be able to remember or quickly derive many of the 
formulae used in the course.  
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Extra Credit  

There are no extra credit assignments for this class. The schedule of assignments and exams are 
sufficient to test your understanding of the materials presented in the course.  

Canvas  

I will use Canvas to post lecture notes, homework and other resources that may help you.  

Planning for Success  

To successfully complete the course requirements, you should effectively plan and manage your time. 
There are many demands placed on you from different areas of your life, whether it be family, work or 
school. Balancing all your responsibilities can be challenging. To assist you in meeting this challenge, 
the following hints for successful completion of MSE 355 are offered:  

1. Read course syllabus and outline before beginning course. Tackle homework problems after 
material has been covered in the lecture.  

2. Divide your time into several short study periods not one long period. Studying in 25 to 30 minute 
blocks of time with a short break is more effective than studying for 4 hours straight. During this 
time, you develop focused concentration so you should turn off cell phones, pda and not check your 
email (you only have to wait 30 minutes!!). This will help you to develop the muscle between your 
ears for significant intellectual activity. You should expect to spend approximately 8 hours per week 
studying course material outside class time.  

3. Use a time management calendar to plan your schedule  
a. Develop a study schedule. 
b. Determine the time of day that will be most effective for your studying. 
c.  Is early morning or late evening best for you?  
d. Can you study on your lunch break?  
e. Block out your study time on your calendar. 
f. Stick to your schedule.  

Differentiate between different tasks that require a high degree of focused concentration (such as 
problem solving and reviewing the text book) from lower level tasks (such as organizing lecture notes, 
schedules etc...). It will be more difficult to perform focused tasks in environments where there are 
significant distractions (such as television, caring for young children, etc.). People are less likely to 
grasp and retain abstract concepts in such an environment. Plan your studying around such constraints.  

8. Absence & Participation Policies 

Attendance in this class is important and students MUST participate in the class exercises. Computers 
must be closed and cell phones/tablets turned off during class time.  

9. Academic Integrity 

All students in this class are subject to ASU’s Academic Integrity Policy (available at 
http://provost.asu.edu/academicintegrity) and should acquaint themselves with its content and 
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requirements, including a strict prohibition against plagiarism.  All violations will be reported to the 
Dean’s office, who maintain records of all offenses.  Students are expected to abide by the FSE Honor 
Code (http://engineering.asu.edu/integrity/). 
 

10. Disability Accommodations. 

Suitable accommodations will be made for students having disabilities and students should notify the 
instructor as early as possible if they will require same.  Such students must be registered with the 
Disability Resource Center and provide documentation to that effect. 

11. Sexual Discrimination 
 

Title IX is a federal law that provides that no person be excluded on the basis of sex from participation in, 
be denied benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity.  Both 
Title IX and university policy make clear that sexual violence and harassment based on sex is 
prohibited.  An individual who believes they have been subjected to sexual violence or harassed on the 
basis of sex can seek support, including counseling and academic support, from the university.  If you or 
someone you know has been harassed on the basis of sex or sexually assaulted, you can find information 
and resources at https://sexualviolenceprevention.asu.edu/faqs.   
  
As a mandated reporter, I am obligated to report any information I become aware of regarding alleged acts 
of sexual discrimination, including sexual violence and dating violence.  ASU Counseling Services, 
https://eoss.asu.edu/counseling, is available if you wish discuss any concerns confidentially and privately. 

 
 


